INNOVATIVE GLASS CORP
KEY FEATURES
SolarSmart maximizes daylight throughout the
entire day — rain or shine. It requires no wiring or
sophisticated controls which simplifies installation.
And, it eliminates 99% of UV rays, protecting valuables
and fabrics, and prolonging the life of furnishings up
to 300% longer than with untreated windows.

FORservice and innovative,
With our unmatched customer
high-qualityCOMMERCIAL
products, we’ll help
you find just the
& RESIDENTIAL
solution you’re looking for.
APPLICATIONS

Here are some key features:

With Innovative Glass you can buy with confidence.
We provide all our customers with professional
technical support and exceptional customer service.

n

Automatically darkens in response to sunlight

n

Provides a wide dynamic tint range (VLT) of
72% (lightest) to 28% (darkest)

n

Lightens in diminished sunlight, at night, and
on cloudy, rainy days

n

Provides continuous adaptive tinting throughout
the day, 365 days a year

n

Lowers cooling costs

n

Insulated to optimize energy efficiency

n

Fits into most exterior glazing systems

n

Fully autonomous – there are no wires or
manual controls

n

Tempered and Insulated for safety and
energy efficiency

n

Available as an Insulated Glass Unit (IGU) or
as a fully-framed window, skylight or door

Contact us for more information:

516.777.1100 | 888.863.4527 | info@eglass.com
www.InnovativeGlassCorp.com

SOLARSMART® SMART TINTING GLASS

Since 2003, Innovative Glass has created beautiful,
modern, highly functional corporate conference
and office spaces for dozens of companies
throughout the country — from small businesses
to major corporations.

FOR RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Enjoy the comfort, energy-efficiency,
and cost savings you’ll get with SolarSmart.

HOME & BUILDING EXTERIOR GLASS
SLIDING & STATIONARY WINDOWS, DOORS, & SKYLIGHTS
RESTAURANTS, RETAIL STORES, HOTELS, ATRIUMS
SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, AND MORE.

SUNLIGHT RESPONSIVE SELF-TINTING GLASS

MORE BENEFITS AND OPTIONS

Reduce the heat and glare coming into any interior space
with glass that continuously works for you.

Unlike most other dynamic glass, SolarSmart is 100%
sunlight responsive. It requires no power, wires or
sophisticated controls, which dramatically simplifies
installation and maximizes potential energy savings.

Self-tinting, photochromic, SolarSmart glass dynamically
darkens as the sun gets brighter, automatically adjusting
its tint level throughout the day and night. On bright sunny
days, energy efficient SolarSmart windows, doors, and
skylights, can block up to 50% of the sun’s heat which
helps keep rooms cooler.
In fact, studies have shown that buildings with self-tinting
glass are more energy efficient, and provide a significant
annual energy savings.

SolarSmart windows reduce the need for shades, blinds
and drapes, significantly increase occupant comfort, and
protect interiors from damaging UV rays while preserving
your view.
SolarSmart is the perfect eGlass® solution in any interior
environment, including homes, offices, schools, hospitals,
dealerships, and retail spaces, to name a few.

